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Biden or Trump?
Too close to call

Ellie Tiemens and
Ansley Kary
News Co-editors

On Nov. 3, incumbent president
Donald Trump and presidential
candidate Joe Biden went head to
head in one of closest presidential
races in history.
As it stands on Nov. 5, according to the Associated Press, Biden
leads Trump with 50 electoral
votes, however these numbers are
subject to change before the date
of publication.
Biden maintained a narrow
lead throughout the night of Nov.
3 into the next morning where he
continued to secure states including Arizona, Maine, Wisconsin and
Michigan.
The swing states of Nevada,
Pennsylvania, Georgia and North
Carolina remained uncalled in the
days following Election Day.
As of Nov. 5 Biden needs to win
one more state, excluding Alaska,
to secure a electoral college win of
270 or above.
According to the Associated
Press, Biden leads in Nevada by
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Incumbent President Donald Trump and Democratic nominee, former
vice president, Joe Biden battle for the presidency

.9%, however the state has not been
called in his favor yet and was likely
to not be called until early Friday.
District Attorney Sergio Garcia reported on Nov. 5 that counties such
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as Clark County are taking their
time with the counting to ensure
accuracy, according to CBS News.
“Our goal here in Clark County
is not to count fast,” Garcia said.
“We want to make sure we’re being accurate.”
As for Pennsylvania, Georgia and
North Carolina it is a bitter fight
to the finish with Trump currently
narrowly leading. With thousands
more mail-in ballots to be counted,
victory for either candidate cannot
be called at this time.

However, with that, counting
these mail-in ballots has become
increasingly more complicated as
Trump and his legal team throw
out lawsuits against Michigan and
Pennsylvania.
According to CNBC, the lawsuits
were made in an effort to allow the
Trump campaign to review counted ballots and observe the tallying
process in general. Updates on
those lawsuits are still evolving.
Across the United States, voting
looked different this year between

an increased number of mail-in
ballots, more options for early in
person voting and COVID-19 complications resulting in closed polls.
However, more people voted in
this election than in 2016. According to the Washington Post, more
than 101.9 million voted early. This
equated to 73% of the total voter
turnout for the 2016 election.
If these projections continue,
the Washington Post said, 2020 will
have the highest turnout since 1900,
an election in which women could
not even vote yet.
In voter turnout alone, Biden surpassed Barack Obama’s 2008 popular vote total, breaking the record for
most votes ever received by a candidate at a U.S. Presidential Election,
as reported by the US Politics Polls.
Though the results of the election were not as immediate as voters are typically used to, an increase
in voter turnout combined, particularly through mail-in ballots, plus
additional legal action taken in this
election have given justification for
the delay.
Stay tuned to next week’s edition
of The Echo for more details on the
election results.
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor shows posture toward election
University seeks to
build political bridges
Kyla Russell
Staff Writer

As citizens anxiously awaited the 2020 election results,
America sat in political limbo.
Amid a varied atmosphere, Taylor administration and students
pledged to build bridges.
The fight for the presidency was neck and neck. As the
tension rose, it was palpable
across campus.
“It is having an impact, even
walking through the Boren center (on Nov. 4) there is just a different feel to the energy level…
people are hopeful that their side
still has a chance to win,” Skip
Trudeau, vice president for student development said.
The historic nature of this
election is multi-faceted.
One facet is the record-breaking voter turnout, specifically in
college-aged constituents.
Jakob Miller, assistant professor of american politics, hosted
a COVID-19 safe election result
watch party. While watching
with his students, he dwelled
on the significant voter turnout rate.
“I think students are aware of
the voice they have in our democracy, you can tell through the atmosphere,” Miller said.
In past years, Taylor students
have been less inclined to participate in elections.
According to Trudeau, students are far more engaged in
political discussions than they
were 10 years ago, this is a positive trend. Taylor’s administration understands the role it plays
BIDEN/TRUMP continues on Page 2
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“‘We get an entire semester to work our way up
to running 26 miles.’”
New class says anyone can run a
marathon
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World Vision marathon and half marathon
Taylor students
raise money and
awareness
Mackenzie Derico
Staff Writer

The average woman in rural
Africa walks six kilometers every day to haul 40 pounds of
water. 844 million people,
meaning one of every 10 people on the planet, lack access
to clean water.
Sophomore Esther Michael
heard these facts and decided
to do something about it. Michael has been partnering with
Team World Vision for the past
three years, running to raise
money. This year, she had the
idea to start a team at Taylor.
The Taylor World Vision
Team is a group of students
that run in order to raise money to provide water for people in developing countries.
They are composed of around
twenty people, each passionate about combining their love
of running with world impact.
“As far as I know, we are only
the second college in the nation that has a Team World Vision team,” Michael said.
Team World Vision provides a training plan for the
team to follow. This includes
individual workouts throughout the week, as well as a team
long runs that take place on

Saturdays.
“It’s really cool because the
schedule starts off for someone
who has never run in their life
before,” Freshman Emily Miller said. “It is very much from
couch to marathon, or couch
to half-marathon.”
The team raises money six
months out of the year in $50
increments to support these
clean water efforts. For every
$50 raised, one person is blessed with clean water for life. So
far, they have raised a total of
$13,071, meaning just over 260
people were provided with a
lifetime of clean and accessible water.
The team’s goal was to raise
$25,000, which would change
the lives of 500 people. The climax of their efforts occurred
on Nov. 7, right here on Taylor’s
campus.
Normally, the team takes
part in the Indianapolis Monumental Marathon, but the
event was cancelled this year
due to COVID-19. The half and
f u l l marathon cou rse was
planned to go through Upland, beginning and ending at
Taylor.
“ This ex perience has
brought together a really cool
Photograph provided by Taylor World Vision
group of people with the same
he World Vision Team practices carrying 40-pound jugs of water in honor of the women in Africa who don’t have clean water.
goal and purpose of raising
money for Team World Vision
The Taylor World Vision
Some other ways to get in- org/team/Taylor, or following joining the team next year,
and being a part of something team invited Taylor students volved include sponsoring on Instagram @tayloru_twv. contact Esther Michael at esbigger than ourselves,” Junior to partner with them by watch- their run by donating online at
To get answers to any ques- ther_michael@taylor.edu..
Makenna Kregel said.
ing the race on Saturday.
https://www.teamworldvision. tions or to inqu i re about
echo@taylor.edu

New class says anyone can run a marathon
A new class aimed
at running a
marathon begins

While Dykstra said the $200sum fee won’t go down much in
the future, it is not too bad. given
that anyone who wants to race in
a marathon by themselves would
end up paying about the same
price anyway.
The other issue shouldn’t be
one for long. Even though the
class is “experimental,” meaning
the school is not sure whether
they will teach it again, Dykstra
is hopeful that Taylor will want to
offer it every spring. After he sees
how this spring semester goes, he

will make a formal proposal to
submit to administration.
Dykstra is confident that it can
work well, because he has seen it
run successfully at other schools.
“I actually got the idea when
I was a graduate student at Ball
State, in the human performance
lab,” said Dykstra. “And not when
I was there but several years ago,
they did a marathon class, and
so they still kind of talked about
it, and they published research
articles based on that class. And
I believe they got the idea from

a gentleman at Northern Iowa.”
While the roots of this class
are research based, Dykstra has
a different vision for the class. He
said that in the future, he may
come up with some projects that
could be done around the class,
but right now, he wants to just
teach it as a class.
This semester, every one of the
15 slots in the class have been
taken, some of them by kinesiology students, but none by marathon runners.
For those non-marathon

r u n ners, a ma rat hon may
seem like a very big endeavour, but Dykstra designed the
course so that non-runners
cou ld take it and succeed.
Unless a student gets injured
or has other extreme circumstances, they are required to
run the marathon at the end.
“A s t h r i l l i n g a s a erobic
walking sounded, I thought
that being able to say I ran
a marathon at the end of the
semester was more my thing,”
sa id ju n ior K im Fer rel l, a

student who sig ned up for
the class. “I’ve only ever run
a few miles at a time for my
own workouts, but the whole
point of the class is to train
us. We get an entire semester
to work our way up to running
26 miles.”
Dykstra believes that most
people can run a marathon,
they just need good training
and the willingness to put in
the work.
Running is the goal of the
class, and Dykstra will be doing a lot of the training on
that end, but he will be bringing in some faculty to talk to
the students about how they
do endurance sports and what
that means to them.
Dykstra said not only is running good for us, but as God’s
creation we can bring him glory as we run and use our physical bodies as well as possible.
He hopes that the class will
take off and engage many students well.
“Running a marathon, specif ically, is something that
for most individuals is an extremely challenging endeavor
to train for, but it’s something
that frank ly, I think 99% of
people can do physica l ly.”
Dykstra said. “They just have
to work at, be committed to it,
discipline (and) train.”
echo@taylor.edu

this election.” Greg Dyson,
vice president for intercultural leadership and church relations, said.
Trudeau spoke of the importance of celebration and lamentation amid this season.
While being present, education must occur. Education
about democracy allows more
conversation to take place.
“One key way to have a more
peaceful reaction to politics
is to know more about it. The
more you know, the more confident you can be in the system
as a whole,” Miller said.
To educate students, Taylor
implemented three notions:
pre-election prog ramming
(run by The Booth), specified
chapel services and counseling

center measures.
Pre-election programming
worked to set the stage for civil
dialogue and educate students
on the current political climate,
creating space for politics and
faith.
“I think students at Taylor
want their faith to impact how
they view the world and the
way they view politics. This
pre-election programming allowed us to do that in a practical way,” Grace Christodoss,
a junior and student involved
with The Booth, said.
This programming included
helping students register for
absentee ballots, create meaningful conversations around
presidential debates and several other events.

“The goal of the pre-election
programming was to facilitate
conversation around the election, in a healthy way, and to
engage in politics in a way that
is glorifying to God,” Christodoss said.
Trudeau said he sensed a sadness and disappointment in the
rhetoric on both sides, which
prompted Taylor to implement
a prayer and fasting chapel service focused on unity.
This service created space
for students to process together, further unifying Taylor’s
campus.
“We are all a part of God’s
kingdom, a part of the same
country, and a part of the same
general political system,” Miller said. “Although we may have

different beliefs on how to solve
problems, our system was not
built to cause harm to the other side. We need unity.”
The counseling center also
prepared accordingly, making
itself flexible and available for
students. The center created a
de-stress place, the grounding
room.
Aside from the tangible measures observed, there is a certain posture needed for the
days to come: building bridges.
Politics shape who we are
and American culture, but
they can not define the Taylor
community.
“Our scriptural admonition
to look to the needs of others
around us should not be suspended, it should be heightened

in the coming days,” Trudeau
said.
The pre-election programming committee constructed
a pledge regarding the election
that has been signed by several
Taylor students. A portion of it
read, “Jesus’ command to love
God and our neighbors challenges us to live and act differently in
the world as his followers. We invite you to join us in committing
to love in a way that is honoring
to both God and one another
in this election season and the
weeks that follow.”
In this spirit of open dialogue
and love, administration asks
that students know they are
open to having constructive
conversation with any student.
echo@taylor.edu

Darin Jordan
Staff Writer

For some, learning to run a
marathon may be a New Year’s
resolution. For others, learning
to run a marathon will be part
of their class this spring.
Assistant professor of exercise
science Brandon Dykstra will be
teaching an experimental course
that will end with students running a marathon.
Much of the classroom component will be the same as the basic KIN 100 class, Fitness for Life,
that Dykstra teaches, but there
will be an additional component
of learning to run a marathon.
“Implementing the marathon
in class initially sort of came as
this idea, ‘Oh, it’s fun to run, and
it’d be fun to have a group that
runs,’” said Dykstra.
Right now, there are two main
reasons not every Taylor student
may be able to take the course.
First there is a fee, and this
doesn’t look like it will change
much in the future. Because the
class ends with everyone running in a marathon, students pay
a fee that covers transportation,
lodging and registering for the
race itself.
BIDEN/TRUMP continued from

in American democracy.
“ T h is elect ion we have
worked on how to engage in
civil dialogue and understand
that as people of faith, it is important to engage civically,”
Trudeau said.
This facilitation of conversation hasn’t always been the
case. According to Trudeau,
Taylor learned quite a bit from
the 2016 presidential election
and felt they were better prepared for this election.
The main goal: to be present
and to educate.
“We want to be present with
students and wish to walk
with them through the many
challenges of life, including

Photograph by Marissa Muljat

Emma Brosious demonstrates her running abilities in light of the introduction of the new marathon class.
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“I can’t worry about what I’m gonna need for
tomorrow. What God provided is sufficient in
the moment.”
Jesse Brown uses free time to care for creation

Pursuing passions for positive impact
Bailey finds
passion in OVC
Elisabeth Nieshalla
Staff Writer

You may not think that Spanish, succulents, photography
and orphans have much to do
with each other, but Bree Bailey, a senior Orphans and Vulnerable Children (OVC) major at
Taylor, has woven these passions
together in beautiful ways.
Now residing off-campus in
the Watermelon House, Bailey is
a proud former member of Second East Olson and will graduate in the spring with minors in
spanish and psychology., as well.
Through a variety of experiences and people speaking into
her throughout her life, Bailey’s
interests have developed into
deep passions, and she is pursuing them to make a real difference in the lives of others.
In middle school and high
school, she was involved in a
ministry through her church
in Fort Wayne that reached out
to immigrants and refugees.
Having taken Spanish classes
from the time she was young,
Bailey was able to engage well
with those she served and even
helped teach English classes to
Spanish immigrants.
“It helped bring life to the
stories that I had heard because I had read a lot of books
or seen videos about trauma,”
Bailey said of her experience
with the ministry. “As I got to
know these refugees and immigrants I’d hear their stories
of them actually experiencing
those injustices.”
Bailey’s work with that ministry planted seeds in her heart
that would eventually lead her
to realize her calling, a calling to
raise up the vulnerable.
As a student at Taylor, Bailey
continued to foster this calling,
and after her freshman year as
a pProfessional wWriting major,
she switched to the brand new
OVC major. As one of the first
students to go through the program, she worked closely with

Dr. Scott Moeschberger. Together, they read, researched,
and attended conferences to
develop the major into what it
is today.
“He’s become like a second
father to me at school,” Bailey
said.
The spring of her sophomore
year, Bailey got the opportunity
to study in Ecuador for the semester and take classes while
also completing her practicum
at an orphanage there. This experience was so impactful for
her, and although she loved
working with the children, it
was not always easy.
“Everyone glorifies going and
helping the orphans, but it’s exhausting, and the kids are not
easy to get along with a lot of
times because they’ve been
through so much,” Bailey said.
“It’s not expected that they
would be, but that doesn’t make
it any easier.”
Miguel was a young boy at the
orphanage who left a deep impression on Bailey. Born with
fetal alcohol syndrome, he will
be affected for his entire life,
and because of his condition
his chance of being adopted is
significantly lower than many
of the other children.
Something Bailey did not expect to glean from her experience in Ecuador was just how
tough the jobs are of the workers at the orphanages. They are
there every single day and get
very little, if any, credit for what
they do.
In the states there’s more
support and goodwill towards
those working with orphans,
but “In places like that it’s more
viewed kind of like a janitorial
job,” Bailey said.
Her warning against what she
labeled as the “savior complex,”
or coming into a desperate situation believing you are the solution, is telling of her genuine
heart for helping the vulnerable.
“By empowering vulnerable
people, I want to learn about
their system and where they’re
at and what can help them
get to where they want to go,”
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Bree Bailey is a senior OVC major at Taylor.

Bailey said.
She sees individuals in desperate situations not as victims but
as humans to be empowered.
“Not many times do people
say, ‘what are your dreams?
What do you want to be when
you grow up?” Bailey said. “Instead it’s just like ‘Let’s try to
find you a parent at all costs,’
type of deal.”
Returning back to the states
from her incredible semester
abroad, Bailey was still able to
support ministries and organizations that she believed in
through her small business, Redeemed and Replanted.
Bailey is a life-long lover of

the outdoors and everything
green, so when her dad, a
high school agriculture teacher, taught her the propagating
process, planting succulents became a therapeutic and relaxing pastime. Her friends asked
her to plant some for them, she
made it into a business.
Bailey has hosted events to
which people can come and
pick out a pot and a plant, and
she will walk them through the
process of planting it properly. Each event typically has
a non-profit it sponsors, and
Bailey gets the opportunity to
share about its mission to those
in attendance, raising funds and

awareness for its cause.
Looking toward the future,
Bailey would ultimately like to
run her own business that either employs vulnerable people or supplies things they need.
Over this past year, she has
worked to develop her photography business and has interest
in using her skills in this area to
work with nonprofits as a social
justice photographer.
Bailey is a strong force for
change, and she will continue
to work towards empowering
the powerless, for all deserve to
be dignified despite their hard
circumstances.
echo@taylor.edu
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Jesse Brown uses free time to care for creation

Dean of students shares
passions, hobbies
Emma Moorman
Staff Writer

There’s more to Jesse Brown
than just his title.
The Taylor University Dean
of Students dabbles in many
different hobbies, raises 40
chickens and has nicknames
for all of his cats.
Living in Upland with his
wife and four children, Brown
finds lots of different ways to
occupy his time.
“I just get interested in different things,” he says.
And those different things
range from photography to
woodworking to art auctions
to animals.
“I’m a cat person and I’m a
dog person,” he said. And he’s
a chicken person.
“We have 40 chicken or so,
25 hens that lay eggs and 15
birds that we are raising for
meat.” From time to time,
they’ve even had honeybees.
He’s run marathons, he’s
an avid reader and he plays
th e mandolin at church
on Sundays.
“I find playing on Sunday
morning, my whole self is involved, my body, my spirit, it’s
a special time where all those
things are in unison,” Brown
said.
But despite the fun facts,
there’s more to Brown than
just harmonies and honeybees.

Originally from Akron, Ohio,
Brown went to school out in
Philly with the intentions of
becoming a pastor. He realized, however, student development had a lot of pastoral
aspects and was actually more
fitting to what he wanted to
do.
“It’s a better situation to be
alongside people,” Brown said,
“I just didn’t know it was a job.”
Previously working at Huntington University, Brown
found his way to Taylor. Seeming like a good opportunity for
him and his family, Brown now
finds himself in his fourth year
at Taylor University, with two
of his children currently enrolled as Freshmen.
As the Dean of Students,
Brown’s job revolves around
some pretty heavy topics and
conversations.
“I spend a lot of time thinking about race and what it
means to be white and how
our Christian faith interacts
with that,” Brown said, having
just finished his dissertation
on ‘whiteness in Christian college students.’
The other part of Brown’s
job is Title IX.
“A lot of my days are spent in
very sensitive conversations,”
he said.
Realizing the weight of most
of the situations he deals with,
Brown aims to keep his feet on
the floor and present an avenue for students to be heard.
“The best thing I can do is

Photograph provided by Jesse Brown

In his free time, Jesse Brown likes to raise chickens.

facilitate a process for them
to be heard. These are hard
things for me to hear, but I
know it is harder for them to
say,” Brown said.
Although difficult, Brown
knows his job is important.
“I understand the importance of Title IX,” Brown said.
“I didn’t get into student development to navigate sexual

assault, but a student didn’t
come to Taylor University to
get assaulted.”
Through his work here, God
has been able to teach Brown
to rely on Him and take each
moment as it comes.
“I tend to get anxiety out
of fearing that I won’t have
enough to be up to the task:
enough creativity, or wisdom,

or discernment, courage, but I
think God shows me that I will
have what I need when I need
it,” Brown said. “I can’t worry
about what I’m gonna need for
tomorrow. What God provided is sufficient in the moment.”
Brown emphasized that
he finds God in a lot of ordinary things. Maybe in the tune
of the mandolin, or the final

stretch of a marathon, on a
page of a book, from the cluck
of a chicken or the smile of his
children.
“I kind of find God in a lot
of ordinary things. I’m outside
and I’ll see God in nature… in
things that I read or stories
that I hear, they are just kind of
glimpses that God is at work.”
echo@taylor.edu

OPINIONS

“Representation in entertainment and
the media needs to be better. The fight
for diversity and colorblind casting is far
from over.”
The problem of diversity in film, TV
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.”—The First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution
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Caring for our health

With the fall semester coming to a close, and the winter
months closing in on the Taylor campus, stress and anxiety
tend to run rampant amongst
the student body.
Mental health is often pushed
to the side as individuals focus
on a strong academic finish;
oftentimes, this mismanagement of mental health can lead
to more issues than problems.
In an article published by the
American Psychological Association (APA), it was found that
over 41% of college students
struggle with anxiety, and over
36% struggle with depression.
In the current environment in
which we find ourselves, there’s
even more triggers for anxiety
and other mental health ailments. Between coronavirus,
the election, and rigorous academics, students find the
winter months — primarily
October through March — to
be harder than other times of
the year.
Seasonal Affective Disorder
(SAD) is a disorder that primarily sets in due to a lack of sunlight. This, of course, is directly
related to the smaller amount
of sunlight available during the
midwest winter months.
In an Echo article published
in Feb. of 2020, Jenny Schamber,
former interim director of the
counseling center, pointed out
the issues that arise when an individual is struggling with SAD.
“It’s very different than just
having the ‘winter blues,’”
Schamber said. “Someone
who is experiencing this disorder is struggling with a type
of depression.”
At times, repetitive feelings of
sadness or discouragement may
be written off as just “the winter
blues” or “a bad day.” While at
times this may be true, at The
Echo, we would encourage
you to seek help from a trusted
friend or family member if you
are experiencing overwhelming
feelings of despair or sorrow.
The campus counseling center also serves as an excellent
resource for anyone who may
have questions or concerns
about mental health.
“It is important that we notice and take (care) of our physical and mental health since

each one impacts the other,”
wrote Kathy Chamberlain,
director of the counseling
center. “I typically encourage people to focus on the
whole self-heart, soul, mind
and strength. In Luke 10:27,
Jesus told others to love God,
others and ourselves in order to inherit eternal life. It is
a beautiful reminder that we
are to love and care for ourselves just as we are to love
God and others.”
Chamberlain encourages
students to analyze four different areas of health: heart,
soul, mind and strength.
Focusing on these four areas — derived from Jesus’
teaching “love the Lord your
God with all your heart, soul,
strength and mind” — motivates individuals to understand themselves in every
area of life, not just in regards
to mental health.
To understand the heart,
you must understand your
personality and emotions,
Chamberlain said. Engaging with the soul comes from
being spiritually disciplined.
Understanding the mind is
important for “acknowledging our thoughts and then
determining which of those
thoughts are worth agreeing with and which thoughts
we need to reframe.” Finally,
keeping up our strength relates to remaining physically active.
“Research shows at least 10
minutes of movement each
day helps to decrease anxiety and depression,” Chamberlain said. “Fuel your body.
The brain needs to be hydrated and fed to function properly so do not neglect your
water and food intake. Get
sleep. Your body and brain
need to rest and refuel when
you sleep.”
As finals week quickly approaches, the counseling center is looking to provide even
more resources to students
in helping with stress and
anxiety.
For more details on how to
stay healthy in all areas of your
life, check out the counseling
center’s resource center.
echo@taylor.edu

Scan here for more information on the counseling center.

The minimal salaries received by U.S. educators
negatively affects the quality of education they give.
The limited resources
teachers are offered by the
state and the schools themselv e s forc e t ea ch ers to
think creatively about how
to teach their students in
the most cost effective and
interesting ways possible.
However, this ideal can
becom e a problem w h en
teach ers are not given a
strong income incentive to
keep educating creatively at
a high-quality level.
In the article “How Bad is
Teacher Pay?” the Washington Post writes, “All three
states have struggled with
acute teacher shortages,
which unions link to the
low pay and difficult working conditions — including
the fact that some teachers
are forced to take on second
jobs.”
Forcing many educators
to take on a second job is a
true struggle when it comes
to how much work is already
on their plates. A teacher
not only teaches but must
also act in a counseling and
nurse role at times. Teachers can almost never leave
their work in the classroom,
and it can easily become
too much when it comes
to giving quality education
to students.
As a result, many school
corporations are having a
difficult time finding teachers to f i l l ro l e s in th eir
classrooms. This may lead
to schools having to employ unqualified substitute
teachers to fill the role of
an educator until another
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Teachers all over the U.S. are fighting for better job salaries.

teacher can be hired.
The New York Times article titled “The High Cost
of Low Teacher Salaries”
goes on to say, “ They are
rightly seen as th e solution, not the problem, and
when improvement is needed, the school receives support and development,
not punishment”.
Te a c h e r s g o i n t o e d u cation with high hopes to
make a difference. But instead of thanks, they are
only greeted with angry parent emails, poor treatment
from educational administration that is under pressure from the state and a
barely livable wage.
However, when teachers
are given less of the blame
and pressure for their student’s success, they can focus more on the specific
needs of their students.
Financial stability allows
teachers enough of a foundation to be motivated to
give their students a quality education w hi le al so
fighting for their rights as
a teacher and human being.
Teachers should never have
to be viewed as the problem
since they are the ones doing all the work. If a teacher
is not doing their best work,

then allowing them extra
resources for their lessons
may be what they need.
Adelin e Gonzalez, w ho
attended a small , private
high school, viewed the educational system as needing
to pay teachers more since
they are educating the next
generation, and better salaries would give teachers an
incentive to produce higher
quality lessons.
The importance of education in the United States is
highlighted fairly frequently. However, the importance
is never rewarded in any
monetary means. Since educators are educating the
next generation, it makes
no logical sense that more
taxes do not go to the educational systems.
Abby McCormic, who also
went to a smal l , privat e
school, said that teachers
need to be paid more than
they are. However, the quality is affected in minority
schools, but not as affected in privat e and public
schools. This belief also expresses the need for more
major funding in the education systems. Even though
private schools tend to get
less funding and a significantly lower salary than of

those in a public school ,
schools in minority areas
tend to receive less funding
for the needs their communities possess. This opinion is a prime example of
teachers being blamed for
the quality of the education
system, rather than the system allowing them to have
more creative incentive in
the form of a livable wage.
Meghan Cary, an elementary education major who
att end ed a l arge, public
high school , says “Money
would be a great foundation to start with, but also
having people in the education system who truly value
their jobs.”
Money is always going to
be necessar y for the success and development of
any type of business; operating under the notion that
the education system works
and forms as a business.
However, no teacher is going to thrive as an educator
if they do not love their job.
To truly allow the education
system to thrive, we need
both increased f inancial
support and teachers who
would love to teach regardless of the daily emotional
and physical struggles.
echo@taylor.edu

The problem of diversity in film, TV
Offering wider
representation in film
Sarah
Burns

Guest
Contributor

Film and TV lack diversity, and it can be seen clearly.
Representation in entertainment needs to be addressed.
Movies and TV shows entertain and bring stories to
the screen that viewers can
relate to. However, it is hard
to relate to a character when
there are none that the viewer looks like or has a similar
background to.
Diversity within entertainment media has been a debate
for many years. The casting
of predominantly white actors in movies and TV shows
to play affluent characters is
typically the industry norm.
However, that does not do
an accurate job of depicting
a real life representation of
the world. Lilia Snyder shared
that “diversity is a great thing
— it adds creativity and a new
perspective, along with empathy.” When we simply see one
story or one perspective repeatedly, our worldview and
outlook is significantly narrowed. The Huffington post
found that out of 362 movies
in 2017, only 14 had at least
one black lead role and out
of 200 shows on 10 different
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Lin Manuel Miranda (left) was intentional in including a diverse cast in ‘Hamilton.’

networks, only 8 had a minority in the main cast.
The idea of colorblind casting, or the casting of actors
regardless of their skin tone,
has been pushed for many
years and was first seen in the
musical Hamilton. Lin Manuel Miranda casted the musical
of white, historical figures as
all minorities to show how influential they are throughout
the country. Even though he
received backlash, it was an
incredible step forward.
With the demand for new
content on the rise and
streaming becoming more
popular, the production of
movies and TV shows is increasing. While there are
more movies to choose from
than ever before, the structure and basic plot seems
to be the same for a majority of these films or shows,

especially in teen dramas.
Nay Chele moved to the
United States from Burma
when she was eight and talked about how she does not
relate much to TV shows and
movies because people of color or people from an ethnic
background are stereotyped.
She wishes that “movies
would spread awareness that
Asians (and others) are a part
of the American culture.” She
also shared that she believes
that the media and entertainment is doing a better job especially with the inclusion of
South Korean culture in “To
all the Boys I’ve Loved Before.” In an attempt to continue to do better, the Oscars
have created new guidelines
on what movies can be nominated based on their amount
of diversity. Variety magazine states the new inclusion

standards that films must adhere to. There are two standards: one for “On Screen
Representation” and one for
“Creative Leadership and Production Teams.”
While it is important to
have on screen representation, it is also important that
those behind the camera are
equally represented even if
they aren’t seen. Matthew Neu
said “no diversity behind the
screen makes you just as racist and doesn’t accomplish
the goal of having diversity
on screen.”
If you simply have one underrepresented group in an
attempt to diversify the cast
but make no attempts to carry that same idea to more
of the roles or even behind
the screen, then the idea
of representation has been
misinterpreted.
Representation in entertainment and the media
needs to be better. The fight
for diversity and colorblind
casting is far from over.
However, it is important
that the attempts to diversify and represent all people in
movies and television shows
is not just for the sake of saying that there is one character
of a different race or background. With representation
comes the intent to bring a
balanced idea on screen of
what our diverse world really looks like.
echo@taylor.edu
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“He enjoys the moments when he can
say he is proud of himself.”
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Foundation’s spooktacular haunted house

Haunted Trails brings
community together
Lilia Snyder
Staff Writer

Foundation, the first floor
of Samuel Morris Hall, uses
their creativity to put together an open house in
time for Halloween despite
COVID-19 limitations.
With everyone trying to follow safety precautions during
the pandemic, dorms had to
hold off on open houses for
the 2020 fall semester ; but
with Halloween around the
corner, Samuel Morris Hall
looked to see how they do it
safely and bring the community together.

Foundations saw the perfect chance to continue hosting their Halloween open
house by doing a haunted trail
by Taylor lake. With the help
of Taylor Student Organization, they were able to pull it
all together.
Usually, Foundation does
the Halloween open house
in the basement of Samuel
Morris Hall, but they realized
that they could still do it as
long as their open house met
the protocols.
They used the space around
the Taylor woods to create a
trail where they could scare
anyone who happened to walk
past. Bergwall Hall also did a
haunted trail called “Schoolyard Days.”

Even though the coronavirus has been prominent this
year, no one on the floor had
any concern with it since it was
being held outside and people
were meeting the guidelines.
“Personally, I’m very excited for it,” said junior Kyle Mongoven. “I think this is one of the
primary things that Foundation
does for the campus, so it’s exciting we are able to still take
part in it.”
Mongoven was able to help
with setting up decorations for
the haunted trail by hanging
out tarps and rope to transform
the space.
“A lot of abstract thinking is required this year,” Mongoven said.
Aside from running the open
house, Mongoven most looked

Taylor’s Rising Artists

Mitch Canada creates
his own style of music

Sarah Wordhouse
L&T Co-Editor

Junior Mitch Canada mixes
together artists such as Neo Sol
and Frank Sinatra, adding hints
of gospel and rap, to form his
own signature sound.
Today, Canada’s music can
be found across all streaming platforms under the name
“Mitchell Canada,” but prior
to his first album drop titled ‘A
Mitchtape, Vol. 1,’ Canada’s music remained solely on his high
school MacBook.

“I’ve made music my whole
entire life, but sophomore year, I
got a MacBook, and that’s when
I started making music,” Canada said. “The moment I made
my first song, this girl named
Maya told me that I had GarageBand on my MacBook, and I began to make songs.”
As for Canada’s creative process, he states it is essentially non-existent. Canada takes
his feelings and molds them
into music, but he finds most
ingenuity through the art of
freestyle. No writing process—
simply writing a few words
down as he goes with the flow.
With the drop of his recent

album ‘beautiful’ in 2020, Canada has found inspiration in
relationships and heartbreak.
Canada says he holds onto the
feeling of heartbreak, and when
he feels he is in a good place, he
writes his music.
“Relationships really inspire
me a lot, especially for this
most recent project,” Canada
said. “Even though I’m single, I
strive to have a relationship —
or whatever the case may be
— and I think I put a lot of my
feelings into the music.”
Canada says he wants people
to relate to his music on a personal level, asking themselves,
‘Is he talking about me in this

forward to creating the trail and
having this community time together with his floor.
Mongoven was highly looking
forward to scaring people.
On a dark and chilly Halloween night, the Taylor woods
transformed into a spooky trail.
At the Taylor Lake, people
lined up to get glow sticks so
that people running the trails
could identify groups. A hot
chocolate and cider station was
set up around the picnic area
for people to get warm refreshments, and also candy sealed in
a plastic bag.
Foundation men were
dressed up and seeking to scare
those who least expected it.
Freshman Emily Odell got to
experience the Haunted Trails

with friends from her wing.
“It was fun to go with other
people from the wing and I had
a good time. They also put a lot
of effort into it, so I thought that
was very cool; everything they
did” Odell said.
Along the trail, Odell got
scared seeing people hang
from the pole and by the people popping out from under
the ground.
Overall, the Foundation
Haunted Trail was a good experience for Odell.
“It was fun, and it was scary,
but it wasn’t too scary for me,”
Odell said.
Odell would definitely go on
the trail again.
Sophomore Anna Collins,
also went and thought that it

was a lot of fun, and they were
really creative in how they set
everything up.
While on the trail, Collins
did not get too scared, but she
did get slightly startled by a guy
yelling in her ear.
“I thought that it was designed really well,” Collins said.
“I liked that they had clearly
(written) everything off. I feel
like they were definitely looking out for everyone’s safety,
and they even precaution everyone before they went on
the trail.”
Foundations Haunted Trail
turned out to be a success with
a huge line going far back along
the lake, and a great way to celebrate the spooky season.
echo@taylor.edu

song?’ as if it was especially catered to them.
And while Canada makes music for everyone, his target audience is himself.
“I make music for people (but
I also) make music for myself; I
make my favorite kinds of music,” Canada said.
Canada hopes he can have a
future in the music business, but
there is no real plan for how long
he will continue to create. Similar to his creative style, Canada
is going with the flow, making
music when he is in the mood.
He believes music is everlasting. Canada may never plan
on becoming famous, but he
knows whatever happens, it is
all in God’s hands. Canada will
continue to make music simply

because he enjoys it. He enjoys
looking at himself in the mirror and knowing that he did a
good job; he enjoys when he
hears people’s reactions saying
they love the music; and he enjoys the moments when he can
say he is proud of himself.
“I think I’m really good at
making music,” Canada said.
“I’m not the best when it comes
to singing and live performing,
but I can put a song together
very well. And I like it a lot. Just
because I’m not famous, that
doesn’t mean that I don’t make
great music. Personally, I feel I
make better music than a lot of
people that are famous because
I have substance to my music; I
feel like, and there’s meaning behind a lot of things I’m saying.”

Since his first mix on his
highschool MacBook, Canada has seen himself grow phenomenally into someone who
is passionate, and he considers
himself good at what he does.
Canada says he would not be
here, making music he enjoys,
without those who are listening.
“I enjoy it a lot,” Canada said.
“I used to suck, but I’ve gotten
so much better and I have made
improvements over the past few
years. And shout-out to everyone that has listened to my music. Even to listen to one song
means the world, and people that
show their friends (my music) —
thanks to all of them because I
wouldn’t be anything without my
peers that support me.”
echo@taylor.edu

Her path to the classroom Taylor alum spark change
A look at A&E editor
Hailey Hendricks
Lauren MacDonald
Staff Writer

Junior Hailey Hendricks has
worked as the arts and entertainment editor to report the
amazing ways in which the
arts have thrived through recent changes in the world and
society around us.
Hendricks recently got involved in The Echo this fall
2020 semester, but has navigated the waters as the section
editor and has proven to be a
great contribution to the paper.
From capturing where art
and entertainment is heading
from reviewing new movies
and upcoming artists, virtual
talks on art exhibits, and accomplishments of an outdoor
theater production, the editor
role that Hendricks plays is always exciting because it works
as a tool to “unify the voices” of
art everywhere across campus.
A passion for writing has benefited Hendricks as an editor,
but has also been a tool that
plays into her own personal career journey.
Originally, Hendricks was interested in studying law, drawn
in by the focus and characteristic of helping others, but paired
with her love for kids and reading, she now aspires to be a
middle school English teacher.

Hendricks is confident in her
future career since leading and
engaging with students brings
her great fulfillment.
“People spark joy for me, so
I want to be able to pour that
same joy into my students, and
I think that’s where Gods leading me,” stated Hendricks.
In reflection of her time at
Taylor, Hendricks said she has
seen herself grow in her faith
through merging her education
and teaching with her spiritual life.
Along with this valuable perspective of teaching, Hendricks
has been inspired by the educators she has met who have
come from a background or experience in a teaching position
of a special needs area.
Exposure to this reality has
left Hendricks with a longing
for engagement in these areas.
She feels called to pour back
into the communities that are
in need of better educational
opportunities from the actual
quality of education that students are receiving, to the investment in students.
Moving forward as the arts
and entertainment editor, Hendricks is thinking about doing
top media picks, movies and
songs.
“It’s really fun to feature how
we see art changing, because
in such a time of uncertainty,
I (am) very surprised to see so
much art still happening and

The Skipping Stone’s
impact on Indian society

Leah Ryg

L&T Co-Editor

The end is on the horizon.
Professors are trying to squeeze
every last bit of information
in before we head home for
Thanksgiving. Semester projects and papers seem to be
piling up and to do lists are
doubling in size. In order to
survive and possibly even thrive
this season try to adopt these

helpful tips.
Keep your space clean
Organization is key. The less
clutter you have, the easier it is
to focus on what needs to get
done. Try a 10-minute-tidy once
a week. It’s always helpful to start
the week with things in order.
Manage your time
Time management is something that most people struggle with at one time or another.
There is always that project that
you put off and it ends up taking longer than expected, leading to late nights and early

products is not the only way
for individuals to invest in The
Skipping Stone’s mission and
to partner with them.
The Skipping Stone’s goal is
ultimately to introduce women in desperate situations to
the hope of Jesus, and prayer
is a fundamental aspect of
that mission.
“Prayer is a big comfort —
a big weapon, a big sanctuary
— that we can all go to and be
united in,” Abhineeta said. “Not
just The Skipping Stone, but
for Christians who are living
in India—–this is a time when
they need a lot of prayer.”
The Skipping Stone’s name
was inspired by an idea that
Mother Teresa once shared: “I
alone cannot change the world,
but I can cast a stone across the
waters to create many ripples.”
It is incredibly difficult for
one individual to create lasting
change. However, The Skipping
Stone seeks to create a ripple
with individuals like you and
me to fight the cycle of poverty and sex trafficking present
in India.
We are given the opportunity to partner with them and to
become a part of the solution
through prayer and the purchases we make.
“(The Skipping Stone) builds
a supportive community
where people are introduced
to Christ and what redemption can look like,” Abhineeta
said. “But all you can do is do
your part and leave the rest in
God’s hands.”
echo@taylor.edu

Write a to-do list
Plan your day in the morning.
Writing things down will engrain then in your mind. There
are few things better than crossing out things on your list.
Break big projects down
As the end of the semester approaches, so do final papers and
projects that have been put off
all semester.
By taking one big item on
your to do list and separating
it into smaller, more manageable ones, the task becomes

less daunting.
Take breaks
The stress of this time of the
year can take a toll on personal health. Remember to look at
the big picture. This is a unique
time in life: take the time to
hang out with your friends.
Sometimes the best way to
refocus is to go out and have
some fun, say “yes” to Wendy’s
run, and then come back to the
task at hand.
By following these five tips,
the end of the semester should

be less intimidating and more
achievable without any extra
stress.
A helpful trick I always ask
myself is, “How will this affect
me in a year, or in five years?”
By asking this simple question,
it puts a lot of things into perspective. While you should always try your best, remind
yourself it’s just homework, it’s
just a paper, it’s just school, it’s
just life—ultimately, everything
will be fine.
echo@taylor.edu

Kay Rideout
Staff Writer
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A&E editor Hailey Hendricks
shares her passion for
students and writing.

it’s really cool to see people
getting to express themselves,”
Hendricks said. “Expression is
what the essence of a human is
in general.”
Hendricks has found great
value in her time working for
The Echo and speaks of the
value in the work they do.
“If you’re searching for an
outlet to explore what it means
to be a person more, and explore the things around you,
The Echo helps with that
so much and allows us as individuals to take a look at
what’s going on and process
it” said Hendricks.
echo@taylor.edu

Finish strong, students

Five tips to an easy
end of the semester

Everybody wants to make a
difference, but few know how
to do so effectively.
Since 2015, Taylor alumni
Greg and Abhineeta Matney
have been seeking to inspire
change within Indian society
through their organization The
Skipping Stone.
India is marked by extreme
poverty, and the nation as a
whole is home to one-third of
the world’s poor. Furthermore,
Indian society is characterized
by a male-dominant mindset,
meaning that issues such as
female infanticide are more
prominent in India than in almost any other country. Both
of these realities contribute to
the enslavement of thousands
of individuals throughout India—–particularly women.
The Global Slavery Index from 2018 estimates that
around 40 million individuals
are enslaved worldwide—–a
number roughly the same size
as the population of California.
20% of this number, or 8 million individuals, live in India.
The situation requires intervention, and organizations like The Skipping Stone
seek to introduce solutions
that will effectively address
these issues.
The goal of The Skipping
Stone is to interrupt the cycle
of poverty and sex trafficking

in India by empowering and
equipping individuals with
the skills necessary to escape
those situations.
“In some villages, every other person has a story of domestic abuse or domestic violence,
and that largely comes from
being dependent on the abuser,” Abhineeta said. “But when
a girl is able to make a living on her own, it helps with
that stigma.”
In order to equip and empower women in need of
outside intervention, The
Skipping Stone provides vocational training through a
non-profit organization based
in India called Vikas Mission.
Vikas Mission is, in turn, supported by proceeds that come
out of the for-profit portion of
The Skipping Stone based in
the U.S.
Vikas Mission teaches women a trade and provides them
with both the skills and materials needed to create items
such as jewelry, bags and leather journals. The for-profit portion of The Skipping Stone
then buys these products from
women seeking to escape human trafficking, and sells them
to individuals like you and me.
The profit from these products
is given directly back to humanitarian aid organizations
like Vikas Mission.
“If you make a purchase,
that can help pay it forward for
someone in need; that could be
their salary for the month or
the week,” Abhineeta said.
H o w e v e r, p u r c h a s i n g

morning homework. In order
to avoid that, the skill of managing time is key.
Set aside a block of time for
homework each day. Put your
phone away and find a place
with no distraction.
Lastly, in order for small tasks
not to pile up and become overwhelming, follow the two-minute rule. This means that if
something is going to take you
two minutes or less, such as
sending an email to a professor or printing something out,
do it immediately.

Fun & Games
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Answers
to last issue’s problems

TheWeekly

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE
Brittany Ogden
Junior
Just a Paige looking for her
Jay Cunningham.

Benjamin Cook
Freshman
Benjamin plays piano, cello,
french horn and participates
in Taylor Chorale and
Sounds as a bass singer.

A&E

“It opens on the wedding of Bella and Edward.
Edward is smiling like an idiot and Bella is…
well… making a face to say the least.”
‘Twilight’ offers the stereotypical high school
drama
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‘Parnassus’ aims to further unify writers
Taylor’s campus
literature and art
journal gears up for
a new edition
Hailey Hendricks
A&E Editor

An underground system of
white filaments connected together to protect and warn others
of incoming attacks. Mycelia. The
goal of ‘Parnassus’ for this year.
Coming out of a skewed season last spring, the production
team for ‘Parnassus’ geared
up for a new year of publishing student work, helping to
bring a unifying voice together
through a continuous season of
the unknown.
‘Parnassus’ is the student publication of literature and art for
Taylor. As the long-running publication approached its publication this past spring, the team
faced the battles of COVID-19.
Due to the campus shut-down
last spring, the production schedule for the journal became shifted, leading to a later completion
date and a cancellation of their
usual release party.
In the midst of this hard time,
the completion of the journal
looked very different.
“Every single year, I get several boxes of books, and my editor
comes every year, and we open
it together, and we see the first
one together, and we didn’t get

to do that this time,” said Aaron
Housholder, professor of English
and advisor for ‘Parnassus.’ So, I
took a picture of the first one and
sent it to her in Ohio, and then I
mailed her the actual first copy
that I took out of the book because she made it.”
Keeping in mind the conclusion of the last publication, the
staff prepared for a new journal
this year. This year started with
a handful of issues to address. As
Taylor offered many budget cuts
across the board, ‘Parnassus’ was
affected by a decrease in budget.
Due to the budget cut, the journal’s submission website became
an item that the team needed to
consider changing.
Re-examining this system led
to Housholder and the production team deciding to change the
system to a Google-based submission process, lessening the
cost for the production.
Although a change, Housholder addressed the positives in the
situation, stating that it worked
quite effectively and could lead
the way to a permanent change
for the journal, regardless of
what the future budget may
look like.
Even in the midst of a few roadblocks, the team has already
sent success for the publication
through the development of their
team and their engagement with
the student body.
This year’s submission levels topped past years, as well as

topping their expected number.
Many involved expected the numbers to be lower due to the stress
of the semester and the pandemic. Taylor’s students blew their expectations, bringing in over 200
submissions for the team to review and discuss thoroughly.
This year’s theme, Mycelia,
holds as an excellent representation to what the staff aims
to accomplish with this year’s
publication.
“We liked the idea of this connectedness,” said junior staff
writer Jenna King. “I think that’s
something Taylor has been focused on a lot this semester and
the connectedness of community but also how we are connected
as humans, and how we relate to
others as that. And also the idea
of using language and using art
to express that.”
Mycelia deals with the underground root system, spanning
wide under the soil and are all
connected together to help the
flourishing of one another and
to encourage the sustaining of
life within the plants that are
connected.
Unifying the voices of the
student body in such a time of
unique circumstance by bringing together many different pieces was the ultimate goal, and the
staff is excited to deliver that to
the Taylor community for the
2021 spring.
Junior Ella Harris, a member of the staff for this year’s
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The journal’s instagram page posted several teaser photos for this year’s
theme on their page to encourage writers and artists to submit.

production, addresses her wants
for readers. She wants the journal to be able to offer multiple
perspectives for a reader, giving
them relatable perspectives, as
well as brand new ones.
“I want them to either look
at a piece or read a piece that

speaks to them very personally,
and then, I want them to be able
to look at a piece or read a piece
that gives them a completely new
perspective,” Harris said.
The release date for the 2021
‘Parnassus’ is currently undecided, but the staff plans to offer

Senior artist discusses passion for people
Bleeke’s shows passion
for outreach with art
Olivia Yatooma
Staff Writer

As a pre-Art therapy major,
many expected senior Sarah
Bleeke’s passion would be based
in art, but Bleeke’s heart lies with
people.
Sarah Bleeke’s passion for people, along with her heart for God,
has led her to pursue a major in
pre-Art therapy and a minor in
youth ministries, allowing her
to integrate her artistic talents
and her love for people into one
job description.
“My main passion has always
been people,” Bleeke said. “I
think therapy is a great way to
incorporate ministry because
even without speaking the name
of Jesus I can show people love.”
Bleeke describes Pre Art Therapy as a compilation of both Psychology and Studio Art.
According to Bleeke, art therapy, play therapy, aquatic therapy

and music Therapy all reach the
same part of the brain as Talk
Therapy, but through different
techniques.
“Kids could crumple up pieces of white paper and glue them
on to a big cardboard piece to
make an iceberg, for example,
and leave a hole at the bottom
of it,” Bleeke said. “By having the
visual aid there, they can put
all of their thoughts, emotions,
and feelings into the iceberg and
then we can talk about slowly
melting things down and taking a couple thoughts out of the
bottom as we melt it down, rather than it being overwhelming to
think ‘I have all these thoughts
in my head and I can’t process
what’s going on.’”
Art is mainly integrated into
therapy by creating visual aids
so that it’s easier for people to
process their emotions.
In ministering to clients
through artistic visual aids,
Bleeke explains that the aspect
of art in her future practice will
not be centered around creating
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Bleeke aims to combine her love for art and people through her work.

a beautiful finished piece of art,
but will rather represent the
work of her clients in their attempt to overcome whatever it
is that they are facing.
To become a licensed Art
Therapist, Bleeke will graduate
from Taylor University and continue on to get her masters to
become a specialized counselor.
Specifically, Bleeke wants to
work with outpatient mental
health.
Depending on the masters
program that Bleeke attends, she
could be a licensed counselor

and integrate art just how she
wishes without being a technical licensed art therapist, or she
could be a licensed art therapist
where her main focus would be
the art aspect of therapy.
“The purpose of doing pre-art
therapy is that I will have all of
my art credentials taken care of,
so then when I do my masters,
I’ll primarily be enrolled in classes that integrate art with different types of therapy,” Bleeke said.
Due to the common perception of artists not being able to
create a financially secure future

for themselves, Bleeke was given an assignment in her independent studies class for art in
high school where she had to research different job opportunities that she could have within
the realm of art.
“I found pre-art therapy,
which perfectly integrates my
passions for ministry, therapy
and the mind,” Bleeke said. “I’ve
always been very interested in
the brain and how it works.”
More than anything else,
Bleeke’s goal is not to showcase
her artistic talent, but to be a
reliable companion for those of
any age through the application
of art.
“I really just want to be somebody who you can come to,
whether you’re a child, a teenager, or an adult,” Bleeke said.
“Even if I don’t agree with someone’s life choices or someone’s
perspective, I want to assure
them that I will still love them
because of the way that Jesus
loves us.”
echo@taylor.edu

‘Twilight’ offers stereotypical high school drama
A saga offering the
cliches of love
Amelia Bostick
Staff Writer

The Twilight Saga. Watching
all the way through is not for the
faint of heart. With five movies in
total, each one lasting about two
hours each, one can get discouraged when seeing how much is
still left to conquer.
Stephanie Meyer, the author of
the original ‘Twilight’ series, released the first novel in October
of 2005, making way for the first
‘Twilight’ movie to be released
three years later in November.
Coming up on the anniversary
of the first movie, I knew I finally
had to give it a watch. (That, and
the fact that I have nothing else to
do in the confines of quarantine.)
The movie begins and, instantly, I am confused as to whether
this movie is supposed to be a
teen romance or a comedy.
“I’ve never given much thought
to how I would die. But dying

in the place of someone I love,
seems like a good way to go,” Bella
Swan commentates dramatically over a scene of a deer running
for its life.
And then, in an instant, we’ve
moved on from this existential
thought and onto Bella holding
a cactus, because she is moving
away from her mom’s house in
Arizona to live with her dad in the
small town of Forks, Washington.
This first and second movies
pass in a blur. Bella is the new girl
in town. Bella meets Edward. Bella likes Edward. They fall in love.
But wait! Edward leaves Bella. Jacob, Bella’s cool mechanic neighbor, likes Bella. Bella is conflicted.
She chooses Edward anyways.
Edward comes back. Bella continues to lead on Jacob for the
plot. But wait!
Edward proposes? Bella says
yes. They’ve known each other how long? He’s 104 years-old?
She’s only 18?
Edward and Bella are like that
high school couple who only
hung out with each other, had
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Five movies portray Stephenie Meyer’s four book series that follow the plot line of Bella Swan.

no other friends, and posted anniversary posts on Instagram for
every month they lasted together.
We all know the couple.
All of this is well and good considering it happened over the
course of three movies. It’s the
fourth movie that truly packs
a punch.
It opens on the wedding of
Bella and Edward. Edward is

smiling like an idiot and Bella
is… well… making a face to say
the least.
I feel like it’s here that I should
mention that Kristen Stewart,
the actress who plays Bella, is
only capable of making one face
throughout all of the ‘Twilight’
movies. It’s a mix of scared, confused, and infatuated.
It’s a perfect face to describe

exactly what someone should feel
about the ‘Twilight’ movies.
But we must move on. There
is still a lot to cover.
Immediately following the
wedding, Edward and Bella go
on their honeymoon. The next
scene Bella is throwing up from
morning sickness.
Are you getting motion sickness from the total rollercoaster

updates as the production process continues this spring.
For those interested, they encourage looking at the publication’s instagram page, @
parnassustayloru as they release
more information.
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
EVENTS

Global Music
Concert

Nov. 10,- 7:30 – 8:30pm
Recital Hall

Jane Eyre

Nov. 13-14, 7-10 p.m.
Nov. 15, 2-4:30 p.m.
Nov. 20-21, 7-10 p.m.
Nov. 22, 2-4:30 p.m
Mitchell Theatre

Symphony
Orchestra Concert
Nov. 16, 7:30-9 p.m.
Rediger Chapel

Wind Ensemble
Concert

Nov. 18 @ 7:30-9 p.m.
Wheeler Stage at the
Boren Campus Center
that is this movie? Just me?
Anyways, Bella is growing a
demon child inside of her and
Edward’s vampire family feeds
her blood to keep the child alive.
Suddenly, Bella’s entire back
cracks in a 90 degree angle. Her
kneecaps shatter. The child is
cracking all her bones from the
inside.Still tracking with me?
The baby is born. She names it
Renesmee.
Bella dies. Jacob becomes infatuated with Renesmee. Edward
turns Bella into a vampire. Bella
comes back to life.
The credits roll. The fever dream is over. My life is
changed, and I’m left searching
for any deeper meaning in what
I just watched.
Love is worth the risk? A love
triangle is okay if you have a child
to give to the odd man out? Werewolves are cooler than vampires?
If anyone has any ideas let
me know.
How was the fifth movie, you
ask? I fell asleep.
echo@taylor.edu
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“...It’s about doing right, because games are going to be
close, and you have to find a way to win the next play.”
Men’s basketball defeats Governors State
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Men’s basketball defeats Governors State
Bounce-back after
loss to Thomas More
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The Taylor men’s basketball
team split its two contests last
weekend, falling to Thomas
More College 65–59 on Oct. 30

and defeating Governors State
University 95–69 on Oct. 31.
The results brought the Trojans
to 2–1 early in the non-conference portion of their schedule.
Friday’s game with Thomas More pitted Taylor against
last year’s top-rated defensive
team. The game finished with
a low-scoring output, and the

Trojans were held to only 11
points in the first ten minutes
of action.
“I really credit (Thomas
More),” Andrews said. “They
take a lot of time offensively, and really grind and screen
you. They turn it into a possession game, and they were just
really stingy early, and they did
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TU lost a tight game against Thomas More, but had an impressive outing against Governors State the next day.

a magnificent job of disguising
and changing defenses.”
Taylor managed to cut the
deficit to 22–29, after a 3-pointer from senior Vincent Miranda, but the Saints closed the
half strong and took a 15-point
lead into the break.
Juniors CJ Penha and Jason
Hubbard scored 11 of the next
12 points for Taylor, and after
a triple from freshman Kaden
Fuhrmann, they cut the score
to single-digits. Taylor was
eventually able to get it within seven with a little under
three minutes remaining, but
couldn’t overcome the deficit.
“That was a good matchup
for us,” senior James McCloud
said. “It was a good test for us
to have because we’re going
to be facing teams like that.
It prepared us to bounce back
the next day against Governors State.”
Penha and Hubbard combined for 32 points and 15 rebounds, with Penha collecting
a double-double with 17 points
and 10 rebounds.
Saturday’s game was a drastic turnaround offensively, with
Taylor shooting 56.7% from the
field in the 95-point showing.
The Trojans never trailed and
a 14–0 run spanning the end of
the first half and the beginning
of the second half distanced

them from Governors State
for good.
Nine players scored for TU,
including four in double-figures. Hubbard put up 27 points
and 6 rebounds. Penha tallied
17 more points, Miranda scored
12 to go along with 6 assists,
Fuhrmann added 15 points
off the bench, and McCloud
and sophomore Zach Baugher
combined for 16 points and 10
rebounds in rounding out the
starting unit.
Through three games Hubbard has a scoring average of
25.7 points per game. The junior forward has upped his offensive output significantly in
the first weeks, leading the Trojans in scoring. Hubbard stands
at No. 18 in the NAIA in scoring
average. TU has also improved
their team offensive numbers
from last season, despite losing two of their leading scorers
in Mason Degenkolb and Ryan
Robinson from the 2019–2020
campaign.
“He’s one of those guys who’s
always working,” Baugher said
of Hubbard’s offensive numbers. “It’s a testament to his
hard work. He’s just a fierce
competitor.”
Hubbard and the Taylor offense are doing all of this while
trying to implement a new offensive system this season.

Andrews is hoping to take advantage of this team’s strengths
with the new system and incorporate the size and versatility
of the starting lineup.
“We think we could be really tough running this system,” Andrews said. “I’m very
pleased with our spirit, and
embracing a new system, because it’s never easy. But, we
think this fits our talent pretty strongly.”
Andrews said the coming
weeks will be crucial for the
team, and that he hopes to see
improvement each day on both
sides of the ball.
TU will need to make sure
they’re in rhythm going into
the conference season, which
starts the Saturday after Silent Night on Nov. 21 against
Huntington University. The
Crossroads League contains
multiple nationally-ranked
teams and is widely regarded
as one of the toughest basketball conferences in the NAIA.
“In conference play, we really talk about doing the right
thing longer than the other
team,” McCloud said. “It’s a
good conference, so it’s about
doing it right, because games
are going to be close, and you
have to find a way to win the
next play.”
echo@taylor.edu

Women’s soccer regular season ends in a draw
Taylor ties Indiana
Wesleyan 0-0
Conrad Otto
Staff Writer

The Taylor Women’s soccer
team’s regular season came to a
close in an odd fashion, as they
tied with Indiana Wesleyan 0–0
in double overtime in the season finale.
“It was a really good game,
both teams played really well,”
says senior Morgan Orme. “As
the game went on our team really started to build up the intensity...we played really well.”
Orme did talk about the foul
trouble the lady Trojans got
into. The Trojans had 13 fouls
to IWU’s 5. TU outshot the Wildcats 16–6 in the second half
and overtimes and held the
Wildcats to just 13 shots the
entire game. Freshman Hannah Brackenbury recorded her
fourth shutout of the season.
Junior Linli Tu led all lady
Trojans with 6 shots, followed
by junior Erin Teevans and
Orme with 3. Sophomores Alanna Raikes and Hannah
Dempsey along with freshman
Emma Goebel each had two
shots. TU had 14 shots on goal
that didn’t go in.
Dempsey has had a great
year. The defender has 3 goals,
17 shots in total with 10 shots
on goal. Her impact on the
offensive side of the ball has

been proved worthy, as she has
scored a few times.
“To finally join the attack
while being able to get back
and help defend our goal...It’s
been so fun,” she said. Dempsey
primarily played defense in her
freshman year, and has been
asked to attack more in her
sophomore season.
In h e r f re s h m a n y e a r,
Dempsey said she played with
compartment leg syndrome.
This is a condition where there
is a lot of pressure buildup that
can turn into swelling and compression, often in lower legs.
She had this in both legs, and
still managed to play. The pain
is gone now, and Dempsey said
that it has been a freeing feeling
to get back on the turf and play.
Dempsey was pleased with
the team’s effort against Indiana Wesleyan last weekend.
“I think we made (Indiana Wesleyan) fight harder,”
Dempsey said.
The lady Trojans schedule
was supposed to end with a
game against Goshen College,
but the game got cancelled because of COVID-19.
The Trojans last game of the
season would have been Goshen, and that game would have
been the one and only time they
played them in the season.
Goshen halted play after their
Oct. 6 game against Bethel University where they lost 0–1. Before this, Goshen played fairly

Volleyball

11/10 Crossroads Tournament
11/12 Crossroads Tournament
11/14 Crossroads Tournament

Women’s Soccer
11/11 Crossroads Tournament
11/14 Crossroads Tournament

Men’s Basketball
11/12 @Lawrence Tech 7 p.m.
11/14 Saint Xavier 3 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
11/9 Madonna University 5 p.m.
11/13 Asbury University 8 p.m.
11/14 Clarke University 3 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
RESULTS FROM TAYLOR
ATHLETICS

Women’s Soccer
10/31 Indiana
Wesleyan T 0-0

Men’s Basketball
10/31 Governor’s
State W 95-69

Women’s
Basketball

11/2 Concordia
University L 71-80

Volleyball
Photograph by Rachel Wordhouse

The women’s soccer team wrapped up their regular season with a tie against Indiana Wesleyan.

poor, ending the season on a
1–4 record. Granted, they only
played 5 games.
TU’s biggest margin of victory
in the regular season came from
a 12–0 stomp of Bethel University. The biggest margin of defeat
came from the Spring Arbor

match, with a score of 0–6.
Taylor’s record for the season
finished at 7–4–1 and they have
a 4–4–0 record in the Crossroads League.
Going into the Crossroads
tournament, Orme believes
that if they keep practicing the

way they are, the team will be
on track to do very well in the
tournament.
Their first tournament game
was against Mount Vernon Nazarene University, on Nov. 7 on
Turner Field.
echo@taylor.edu

11/4 Saint
Francis L 0-3

TOP 25 POLLS
Men’s XC ..............................No. 1
Women’s XC.......................No. 1
Women’s Golf ....................No. 4
Baseball ..........Receiving Votes
Softball ............Receiving Votes

Kacy Bragg

Luke Rovenstine
Cross Country

Volleyball

Athletes of the Week
979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

Senior
O v e r l a n d Pa r k , K S
Biology Pre-Med
Distance
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(765) 998-7261

Year

Sophomore

Hometown

Wa r s aw, I N

Major
Position

Psychology
Setter/Right Side Hitter

Picture This

Fav o r i t e P u m p - u p S o n g
or Album

Baseball

Fav o r i t e S p o r t B e s i d e s
Your O w n

Don’t Stop Me Now
- Queen
Soccer
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